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ire not at v wince with those which Mr Elphmstone ippears
to h we ik Id He proposed to remo\e the tulatees it Dholka,
to fix the payments of the grassi is, so as to leave them thirty
percent insteid of twenty on the gov ernment share, subject
to a quinquennial revision on the same principle, he recom-
mended that certain personal immunities should be granted to
the gr issias, in their relation to the courts of justice, and
urged, ' thit all claims against them for old debts, even if sup-
 *	ported by bonds, should be examined, with reference to all
' circumstances arising from the situation of the parties at the
' time when thej were contracted, by which the nature of the
' debts might be affected ,  and that, instead of seizing and
' confining the persons of the grassias, the judges should issue
 *	a precept to the collector to sequestnte as large a portion of
4 the lands as might suffice for the gradual payment of the debt,
' leaving a decent maintenance to the grassia      Mr Elphm-
stone further advised,' that the grassia should be employed is
 *	head of the police where\ er he conv cnienth could, and that he
' should have no formal appointment of mookhee put el, a title
4 which a Rajpoot chief must look on as a degradation '
In regard to the Mewasees (which term he appears to confine
to the Koolee chieftains), the recommendations of Mr Elphm-
stone proceed still further, and to the full extent of the sketch
which we have drawn in speaking of the affairs of the Waghela
chieftain * It appears,' says the governor, ' that there is no
 *	trace in history of their (the Mewasees) ever having been on
' a footing of greater dependence than they are at present,
 *	and it follows that we have denved no claim to reduce them
 *	further from our predecessors, and must rest our right to do
 *	so on the law of nature, which entitles us to control our
 *	neighbours as far as is required b\ our own security, and
'this ought, therefore, to be the limit of our interference
 *	Considering the want of military force in the territory, it is
'surprising how little trouble the Mewasees have given us

 *	since we first came into Goozerat, and it would be equally
' inconsistent with justice and policy to risk this tranqmlhty
 *	for a little addition to the revenue, or a fancied improvement
 *	in the police   That the improvement would be Teal, I think
 *	more than doubtful, for, unless where Koolees have acquired

